
SLBC, ASSAM SUB-COMMITTEE FOR RSETIs 

1ST MEETING HELD ON 14.08.2012 AT CONFERENCE HALL, SBI, LHO, GUWAHATI 

MINUTES 

 

The meeting was chaired by Shri J.B.Singh, Principal Secretary (P&RD), Govt. of Assam. The other 

members of the Sub-Committee Meeting who attended the meeting are Shri Salil Saran, GM,NW-I, SBI, 

LHO, Guwahati (on behalf of Convenor, SLBC),  Shri Naresh Kumar, Zonal Manager (on behalf of UCO 

Bank), Shri S. Sarkar, AGM (on behalf of United Bank of India), Shri A.K.Barman, Dy. Secretary (on 

behalf of Revenue Dept.). At the outset, Shri Salil Saran, GM (NW-I), SBI, LHO, Guwahati addressed the 

house on behalf of the Convenor Bank. He expressed concern over the delay in setting up the RSETI in 

some allotted districts due to various factors and briefed the purpose behind the formation of the 

SLBC Sub-Committee for RSETIs which will facilitate in resolving the delay factor. Shri J.B.Singh, Principal 

Secretary, P&RD department, GoA welcomed the members of the house and expressed to have a 

fruitful discussion on RSETIs. Shri A.K.Barman, Deputy Secretary, Revenue department in his speech 

expressed their seriousness in the issue of allotting the land for RSETIs. He further said that Labour & 

Employment department will be advised to make a survey on providing a part of ITI complex for 

setting up RSETIs. The representatives of UBI & UCO stated that RSETI would be opened as and when 

land for the purpose would be allotted by the Govt. While presenting the present status of RSETIs in the 

State of Assam, the Dy. General Manager (Agri), SBI, LHO, Guwahati stated that out of a target of 27, 

15 RSETIs already opened and land allotted in 15 districts. He pointed out that the major issue for delay 

in setting up of RSETIs in Assam is due to non allotment of land by the State Govt. which is the pre-

requisite in setting up RSETIs even to start in rented premises. In response, the Principal Secretary 

(P&RD), GoA stated that he would take up the issue with the MoRD to relax the criteria for Assam. The 

action points emerged in the meeting stated as under: 

 Bank has to approach the DC/ADC of district directly for allotment of land for setting up RSETI 

in the district. In case of districts under BTAD, Bank may approach directly to the BTC for the allotment. 

In cases, where Autonomous Council is in existence, Bank has to approach to the Autonomous 

Council for seeking land for RSETIs. 

 Labour & Employment department will be directed to make a study on exploring the 

possibility/availability of ITI campus in setting up RSETIs in the districts. The revenue department would 

collect this information and banks will be advised accordingly.  

 ITI campus, if available, may be used by the Banks for setting up RSETI after a Mou is signed, the 

ownership will be continued with the ITI but RSETI may be continued till its existence.  

 A draft letter to be submitted by the Convenor bank on behalf of all concerned banks citing 

various problems faced by banks in setting up the RSETIs and running of existing RSETIs like sponsorship 

of candidates by DRDA, reimbursement of claim of expenditure by DRDA for BPL trainees, 

reimbursement of rent by MoRD/NIRD for RSETIs beyond 3 years etc. The Principal Secretary, P&RD 

assured that the issue of reimbursement of claims for BPL trainees and sponsorship of candidates by 

DRDA would be discusses in the ensuing meeting with the DRDA Project Directors to be held on 

27.08.2012. 

 The meeting ended with a vote of thanks by Sri R.R.Haldar, AGM (LB&RRB), SBI, LHO, Guwahati 

on behalf of Convenor bank. At the same time the Principal Secretary also commented that a fruitful 

discussion had taken place and expressed his sincere gratitude for clarification of issues related to 

RSETIS. 
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